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Cars 3 soundtrack thunder hollow

Lightning McQueen is on the journey of a lifetime traveling cross-country, revisiting the past and looking into his own heart and soul to answer some big questions, said Cars 3 director Brian Fee. Just like the music of the first two Cars movies, the songs and score in this movie really help support the story we tell. CARS 3 ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACKTheCars 3 Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack features Run That Race, written and performed by nine-time Grammy winner ® winner Dan Auerbach, which can be heard when the film opens. The song is about never giving up and always trying its best, said Auerbach, who met filmmakers before penning the song. They showed me the storyboards and ran through the plot. I was able to read some of the dialogues, and from there I had
enough to put together a story in my head for the song. Auerbach will be releasing his second solo album Waiting on a Song on June 2 through his new label, Easy Eye Sound. The soundtrack also features Ride, an original end-credit song performed by Hollywood Records artist ZZ Ward, featuring musician Gary Clark Jr. written by Ward, Evan Bogart and Dave Bassett, the song was released on Walt
Disney Records as a digital single on April 14. Ward performed it live on ABC's Dancing with the Stars on April 17. Ward's second-year album, The Storm, will be released on June 30. The soundtrack also includes four cover songs, including two bonus songs.* Kings Highway, originally released in 1991 by Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, will make a comeback courtesy of 23-year-old British singer-
songwriter James Bay. Bruce Springsteen's 1984 hit Glory Days ® is a modern-day makeover of Grammy-nominated Andra Day, who gives sweet tea in the film - with a haircut reminiscent of Day's signature cotter pin artist. * The Beatles' classic 1965 song Drive My Car is back on the road, compliments of Hollywood Records artist Jorge Blanco. * Freeway of Love, made famous in 1985 by Aretha Franklin,
is performed by the soundtrack of actress Lea DeLaria, who also provides the voice of Miss Fritter, a school bus-turned-demolition-derby-queen of Cars 3. Three-time Grammy winner® singer, songwriter, guitarist and entertainer Brad Paisley, who has 24 No. 1 singles on his belt, was asked to create two instrumental tracks that featured on the Cars 3 Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Truckaroo and
Thunder Hollow Breakdown accompany the film's action-packed Crazy 8 demolition derby series that puts Lightning and Cruz in the midst of total chaos. Brad Paisley was part of both Cars and Cars 2, said Tom MacDougall, executive vice president of music at Disney. We knew he could have fun with a demolition derby and he just killed him. Country numbers really add to the action and humour of the
scene. On Walt Disney Records, the Cars 3 Original Motion Picture Soundtrack is available on June 16 and can be pre-ordered HERE and via Amazon HERE. CARS 3 ORIGINAL SCORE SOUNDTRACKNewman, who is behind the Oscar® award-winning music from Disney · Pixar of Toy Story 3 and Monsters, Inc., composed the score for the first Cars movie and wrote the Oscar® nominated song Our
Town. For Cars 3, Newman produced a score that reflects the film's heart and high-octane action – 21 tracks are on the soundtrack. Randy has a real connection to the World of Cars, says MacDougall. His ability to capture the feeling of this film, its characters, locations and the Americana theme is extraordinary – music is naturally fluid and inspired. I really feel like Randy's coming home with that score.
Newman used a 110-member band to record the score. The Cars 3 Original Score is composed and performed by Randy Newman available June 16 from Walt Disney Records and can be pre-ordered HERE. From the filmBlindsided to a new generation of blazing-fast racers, the legendary Lightning McQueen (voiced by Owen Wilson) was suddenly pushed out by the sport's likes. To get back into the
game, you'll need the help of an enthusiastic young race technician, Cruz Ramirez (voiced by Cristela Alonzo), with his own plan to win, plus inspiration from the late Fabulous Hudson Hornet and some unexpected twists and turns. Proving that he hasn#95 t reached yet, he's testing a champion's heart on piston cup racing's biggest stage! Directed by Brian Fee (storyboard artist Cars, Cars 2), produced by
Kevin Reher (A Bug's Life, La Luna short) and co-produced by Andrea Warren (LAVA short), Cars 3 cruises to theaters on June 16, 2017.SOURCE Walt Disney Records Run That Race Dan Auerbach 2:43 Â£0.99 Kings Highway James Bay 0:06 Â£0.99 Truckaroo Brad Paisley 2:06 36 Â£0.99 Thunder Hollow Breakdown Brad Paisley 0:49 Â£0.99 Glory Days by Andra Day 0:06 Â£0.99 Ride [feat. Gary
Clark Jr.] by ZZ Ward 0:02 Â£0.99 Drive My Car Jorge Blanco 2:41 Â£0.99 Freeway of Love Lea DeLaria 4:32 Â£0.99 Comments Share Cars 3: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack is a soundtrack that includes songs from the Disney/Pixar 2017 animated film of the same name. It was released on June 16, 2017, with the same date as the film. [1] Track listing Run That Race - Performed by Dan Auerbach
Kings Highway - Performed by James Bay Truckaroo (Instrumental) - Performed by Brad Paisley Thunder Hollow Breakdown (Instrumental) - Performed by Brad Paisley Glory Days - Performed by Andra Day Ride - Performed by ZZ Ward featuring Gary Clark Jr. Drive My Car - Jorge Blanco Freeway of Love - Lea Delaria Credits Soundtrack Album Produced by Tom MacDougall References External Links
Cars 3 (soundtrack) on Pixar Wiki community content available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise noted. Edit Run That Race Written, performed and produced by Dan Auerbach engineer: M. Allen Parker Mixed Dan Auerbach and M. Allen Parker Dan Auerbach appears courtesy of Nonesuch Records, the label of Warner Music Group Touched by Nerve Written, Performed Produced by Corbin Hayes
Banda on the Run Writing by Michael Giacchino Bouje Writing by Manuel John, Jonathan Perry, Serge Turnier, Hervé Antenor and Carl-Frederic Behrmann performed by J. Perry ft. SHABBA courtesy of Baoli Records Is Sprach Zarathustra Written by Richard Strauss courtesy of Walt Disney Records The Humphrey Hop Written by Daws Butler (as Dawes Butler) and George Bruns's : Soundtrack, Cars 3
Merchandise Share The Cars 3 soundtrack features 8 songs from various rock , pop, and country artists. Randy Newman, after Michael Giacchino composed Cars 2, returned to the Cars franchise and wrote the film's album, which was released on a separate album. Track list Run That Race - Dan Auerbach Kings Highway - James Bay Truckaroo - Brad Paisley Thunder Hollow Breakdown - Brad Paisley
Glory Days - Andra Day Ride - ZZ Ward ft Gary Clark Jr. Drive My Car - Jorge Blanco Freeway of Love - Lea DeLaria Trivia This is the first time Pixar has released two separate soundtracks for one of the films. Soundtracks Cars 3 Merchandise Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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